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Some things call for a little payback â€¦Fletcher Connolly had more to lose than he thought. After the

destruction of the Skint Idjit, Fletch and the Idjit's crew face something far worse than the

Butterfly-zillas of Suckass. In debt to Goldman Sachs to the tune of $50 million in cash, Fletch is

willing to do just about anything to settle the balance.But when he is forced to swallow his pride and

takes their new ship--the Intergalactic Bogtrotter--under the hiring hand of his greedy, piratical uncle,

the situation spirals from desperate to outright lethal.Hit by a surprise attack and flung off the

Interstellar Railroad into deep space, they find themselves dead-lined on a rogue planet. With the

Bogtrotter in urgent need of repair and the perilous conditions of a sunless planet threatening their

survival, Fletch's stumbles put him and his friends between the crosshairs of his uncleâ€™s oldest

rival.Can Fletch find a way to turn the tables on this decade-old vendetta? Or will his uncle's

murderous agenda cost them all more than they are willing to pay?Volume 3 of the Interstellar

Railroad series, Banjaxed Ceili, will be available on August 18th!
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Volume 1 was a great intro to this new group of travelers and the environment they live in, and in

volume 2 some real fun starts happening! The planets encountered are both beautiful and terrifying.

And the touch of romance for our protagonist is well done. Anxiously awaiting volume 3!

This book was as refreshing as the first book in this series. The writing is well done and the premise

of the world/universe really works for me. I love that the future tech was just found and is not really

understood. The story is never bogged down with fanciful technical explanations that may or may

not hold up over the years. It reminds me of Andre Norton's Time Traders series in that way. In that

series, they also find/acquire their tech, and use it but do not understand it, and therefore there are

no wonky 1950s technical explanations. Those TT books are still readable/enjoyable today because

of this, for me at least, and I feel that this series by Felix will also stand the test of time. Beyond the

technology, I also like the characters a lot, and have generally felt interested in their well being

throughout. The world/universe is also done well, and the crazy family businesses and relationships

all have a very realistic and believable feel. I also love Fletch's realistic, pessimistic outlook on his

life, and the way, as in real life, things never work out better than they should; not only are they not

going to hit the jackpot by chance, they are going to return home in huge debt, if they return at all.

Fletch and friends seem to realize all of this yet they still jump at every crazy scheme, with stars in

their eyes. Then, as should probably happen, misfortune after misfortune slaps them back into

reality until they are left about where they started or a bit behind. As the title for this review says, I

am really enjoying these books.

Another well done story from Felix Savage. Like the previous book (Skint Idjit) it was a fun read that

pulled me along until I finished it in one sitting (these stories are much shorter than his Sol System

Renegades series). I am invested in his characters and their story lines, not just the main character

Fletcher. Felix has a surprising twist on one character that appeared in the previous book that

promises to be an interesting story to follow. After the first book there was a poll to determine the

name of a new ship and he did a nice job of humorously working the naming of the ship into the

story. The end of the book lines up a really promising story line for the next book. I am looking

forward with great anticipation to the following installments of this fun story.

I loved book one in this series, and book two is even better! The story is fast-paced, the main

character is completely relatable, and the plot is fun. With the main character's somewhat

pessimistic (maybe a better word is realistic) outlook, it may seem odd that the word that comes to



mind when I think of this series is refreshing. Felix R. Savage has put together exactly the right

combination of believable characters, zany situations, great writing, and unique plot. I finished this

book feeling that satisfaction that comes at the conclusion of a really good book and dying to get my

hands on the next book in the series. I highly recommend both this book and the series.

This is the second book from Felix that I have read. It's a great narrative very engaging. I love the

characters and their chemistry. The only bad thing I can say is it's far too short. I finished it in two

evenings and was left wanting more. Don't get me wrong it was not without a great conclusion, I just

want more!:^)

This is the second book in the 'Reluctant Adventures' series. The hero is likeable 'idjit' Fletcher

Connolly who is plying trade of free freebooter/ some-time pirate travelling the Interstellar Railroad

from one disaster to another. Somehow he although he never seems to end up ahead, he always

falls on his feet and lives to blunder on another day.I like the quirky humour of this series and don't

believe that you can go past one of Fletcher's adventures. I'm looking forward to the next instalment

This was book 2 in this series and I hope that it is just the beginning. The book is a fun read and

hard to put down because it's one of those books that you can sit back and enjoy and I mean really

enjoy. I think that there will be more to come of this series because Felix has just let loose and I

might be wrong but I think he is having a blast writing this series . The characters so far are well

developed with Fletcher Connolly as mostly the main character but I think that they all play an

important role . Fletch finds trouble anywhere he is and he isn't looking for it either. Most of it comes

from his crazy uncle Finian and his crew of the Marauding Elephant not to mention his best friend

Donal. Then at the end of the book they are trying to figure out their options and Sam junior

mentions how the Tree Cats can get into anyplace they want. I could go on and on with this book

like the little aliens that they found that they call Care Bears and poop out the force field bubbles

that everyone is trying to find out where they are made . LOL. Give it a try and you won't regret it.

Nice work Mr Savage.
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